ON A CLASS OF CONVOLUTION ALGEBRAS OF FUNCTIONS
by Hans G. FEICHTINGER
Introduction.
In this note we give a general construction of convolution algebras of measurable (continuous) functions on certain locally compact groups. The spaces A (A , B , X , G) constructed here will consist of those functions of a convolution algebra A H B which can in a certain sense be "well approximated" by functions with compact support.
Although this construction seems perhaps a bit artificial there is a great number of examples of spaces of this type that have a quite natural interpretation. On the other hand the given construction demonstrates their common properties in the best way and reveals most of their structure. It is also the most direct approach, to the results presented here. Several further assumptions are necessary for the theorems but if one takes concrete examples it can be shown that most of these assumptions are fulfilled in the cases of interest.
The paper is organized in the following way. In the first section the notation will be fixed and the material we need for the construction will be prepared. § 2 contains the definition of the spaces A (A , B , X , G) and a demonstration of their fundamental properties. It is the main part of this paper. Examples of such spaces that are defined in a different, more natural way can be found in the last section. § 3 contains some results on inclusions between such spaces. Finally § 4 presents further results, especially for spaces defined on Abelian groups. Most of the results in this section are derived from more general theorems on Banach convolution algebras. In this connection a paper of Domar is of importance for us. The spaces A (A , B , X , G) are a generalization of the spaces A^(G) or A^(G) which have been considered in an earlier note [3] . Therefore most of the assertions stated in that note are special cases of the theorems presented here.
Preliminaries.
G shall denote a noncompact locally compact group that is a-compact, dx shall be a fixed left invariant Haar measure on G. For a measurable set M, |M| shall denote its measure. For any function / on G and y <E G let Ly f (Ry f) be defined by where A is the modular function on G. K(G) denotes the space of all continuous functions on G with compact support. Throughout this paper it will be more convenient to speak as usual of "measurable functions" on G identifying two functions which coincide almost everywhere (a.e.), than to speak of equivalence classes of measurable functions.
A normed space of measurable functions will be called P-space, if every convergent sequence has a subsequence converging almost everywhere. If the space is complete it will be called a BP-space. A normed space B of measurable (continuous) functions is called solid, if for every function/G B and any measurable (continuous) function g satisfying \g(x)\ ^ |/(x)| a.e.,^GB and ll^llg ^ II/11^ must hold.
It is well known that any solid Banach space of measurable functions is also a BF-space. Sometimes such spaces are called Banach function spaces. Moreover the norm of a BF-space is unique up to equivalence by the closed graph theorem.
The most important solid BF-spaces are of course the spaces If (G), 1 <; p <; °° of absolutely p-summable or essentially bounded functions on G respectively. C° (G), the space of continuous functions on G vanishing at infinity is a solid space of continuous functions. It can be identified with the closure of K(G) in L°° (G). The corresponding sequence spaces will be denoted by z p and CQ .
138 H.G. FEICHTINGER measurable function on R, y -> log IJL^Hg being a subadditive function. For a proof see [5] , Chap. VI. A similar proof applies to the torus group G = T. It is difficult to derive therefrom a similar result for groups of the form
These calculations show for example, that any space
which satisfies LI) also satisfies L4), K (G) being dense in it.
is a continuous function from G into B} is a closed subspace of B.
Proof. -For a fixed compact neighbourhood Uo of the identity sup {II Ly HB, y G Uo} < Ko < oo for some Ko > 1 by L4). If now e > 0 and / in the closure of B^ are given, there is some h G By such that II/ -h II B < e/3Ko. Since h lies in B^ there is some U C Uo such that \\h -Lyh II a < e/3 for all y E U. All together we have II/-L^/HB < 11/-/211B + 11^ -L^llg + IIL^IB ll/z-/llB<e for all y G U, showing that/lies in B^. Now we are going to prepare the material we need for our construction. I) In the sequel (B^)^o will denote a (fixed) sequence of neighbourhoods of the identity (except n ~= 0) such that we have 51) Bo = 0 , U B, = G ; The characteristic function ofG \B^ shall be denoted by x
Remarks. -2) On every compactly generated group G one can find such a sequence, e.g. by taking B^ = U 2 "" 1 for n > 1, U being an arbitrary compact neighbourhood of e, but one can take B^ = U 5 "" 1 as well.
3) If G is connected S2) and S3) imply B^ 1=-B^ for n > 1, since the closure of B^ must be contained in the interior of B 4) From Sl) and S2) property S4) follows : S4) For every compact set K C G there is some n^ G N such that K C B^ for n > n^.
5) If G = G, x G^
and (B^o C G,, i = 1, 2 are given satisfying Sl) and S2),then (B^)^o, B^ : = B^ x B^ also satisfies Sl)andS2). 6) We don't suppose that the B/s are relatively compact sets (e.g. strips in R 2 ).
II) X is a solid BK-space which is right invariant, i.e.
XI) (X, | Jx) is a Banach space of bounded sequences ; these will be denoted by x = (xj = Oc^o . X2) X is an ideal in I 00 (with multiplication coordinatewise) such that X3) \xy\^ < |x|x l3^L for all ^ G X and y E ?°° ; X4) X contains all "finite" sequences and 1(1 ,0,.. .)|x = 1 ; X5) D : (XQ , x^ ,. . .) -> (0 , XQ , xi,...) satisfies DX CX.
As an immediate consequence of the closed graph theorem X5) implies that D is a continuous operator on X. We denote its operator norm by II D II x . Sometimes it will be necessary (this condition will be indicated seperately) to suppose.
X6) The space of all finite sequences is dense in X, Remark. -7) c = (c^) is a nondecreasing sequence. If X is a proper subspace of CQ c is unbounded (We shall use only such spaces). If X satisfies X5) we have by X4) (i.e. CQ = 1) :
Note that different spaces may have the same fundamental sequences.
The most important examples of such spaces are weighted CQ and -spaces, e.g.
Orlicz sequence spaces should be mentioned too.
Ill) (A , | |^) shall denote a solid BF space on G which is a Banach convolution algebra, i.e. |/* g\^ < K \f\A\g\A for/,^EA and a fixed constant K < o°. Without loss of generality we suppose K = 1. We shall assume from now on that any solid space appearing in the context contains K(G). As we have seen this condition is rather mild. 
-Let BC L^ (G) be a left invariant W-space satisfying L2), then B is a left convolution module over some Beurling algebra L^(G).
Proof. -If we define wQc) : = max(l , IlL lip), then w satisfies Wl) and W2) by lemma 1.1. and L2) implies W3). Thus L^(G) is a Beurling algebra. Furthermore we have for /G L^(G), g^B :
Thus B is a left L^, (G) -convolution module.
It follows from lemma 1.3. and lemma 1.4 . that any solid BFspace which is left and right invariant and contains K (G) as a dense subspace is a twosided Banach convolution module for a suitable Beurling algebra L^(G). Thus we have a rather extensive assortement of examples.
The spaces A(A,B,X,G) and their fundamental properties.
We are now able to present the main results of this paper. Proof. -Denote the spaces derived by means of (B^)^o and (C^)^o by A^ and A^ respectively. On account of the symmetry of the assumptions it will be enough to prove one inclusion, e.g. Ai C A^ . By S4) there is some HQ E N such that B^ C C^. From the completeness of X we can deduce 11/11 = I/IA + KI/XjB).>olx < I/IA + I S (I^XjBLxJx k=l 00 < I/IA + S KI/'XjB).>olx<K <oo.
A:=l
The proof is now complete. Proof. -Let /, g G A be given. It is known that/ * g G A 0 B. Since A is solid and since \f*g\ < |/| * \g\ holds we may suppose that / and g are nonnegative functions. Now using S2) we obtain for x e G\B^ a.e. :
Thus we have shown the fundamental inequality The proof is now complete.
Since B is also a twosided Banach convolution module over the Banach algebra A (A , X , G) the space A (B , A , X , G) = A (A , X , G) 0 B is a Banach algebra by remark 8). Considering the last part of the proof of theorem 2.2 we see that the roles of A and B can be changed on the right side of the estimate following (*). Moreover Proof. -It will be sufficient to show there is some K^, < oo such that for every /GA^ KI/XJB^X) Ix < K^ 1/le holds. ; but this is a simple consequence of X4) since I/X^IB == 0 holds for n > m. Therefore we can take K^ == c^ .
The corollary remains true if one replaces B^ by any compact set K C G (S4). A (A , B , X , G) . Moreover A satisfies L4) ;/ A and Brfo.
Proof. -We shall give the proof only for L y G G. By S4) there is some HQ such that y ^ B^ for n > HQ. For n > HQ the inequality X^-H < ^yXn holds. This follows from the fact that by S2) y~1 x G B^ ifxEB^.^. Thus we have
We deduce further 114/11 -IIL,/11^ 4-KI(4/)xjB).>olx Proof. -Let /G A, e > 0 be given. We have to show that there exists some k E K(G) such that II/-A: II < e. First of all we choose a function k^ E K(G) such that \f -k^\^ < e/4 holds. Now by S4) there is some HQ G N, such that supp k^ ^ B^ for n > HQ. By X6) there is some n^ > n^ G N, such that The proof is left to the reader.
Considering the above proposition it is natural to ask whether proper inclusions lead again to proper inclusions. We don't give a full discussion of this problem but confine ourselves to the most important special cases. Thus we shall see that at least for a great number of interesting examples an affirmative answer can be given. The following technical lemma will be useful. Proof. -We note that it follows from S2) and S3) that for any m € N there is some n > m such that B^ C B^_i ^ B^ holds. Since K is compact we have K U K A C B^ for some k^ G N (S4). To prove the assertion it will be enough to show that for any HQ > kt here is some / > n^ and some y^ G G such that y -K C B \B _i, i.e. B^.K-^XB^K" 1 ^ 0. Suppose B^.K" 1 = B^ K-1 for all/ > n^. It follows from S2) that for all / > nB
holds. This is a contradiction to our first observation.
Note that y^ e B^ B^ C B^ ^ holds. For connected groups we may suppose T^^ == n^ + 1 (confer remark 3). Thus we obtain \\Ly (/XK)HA(X ) ^ ^ c n and further
showing that {/^}^^i is unbounded in A(Xi). Therefore the two norms are not equivalent on M and M^MnA(X^) must hold. Proof. -4 is a closed ideal of ACX^), thus I^ = 1^ implies that Ii, being a closed ideal of A(X^), must be an ideal in ACX^in contradiction to theorem 3.2.
A similar result for Beurling algebras has been proved by R. Spector ( [8 ] , Theorem III. 1.6.). Proof. -1) By S4) it will be sufficient to show that there is some /'e A such that y -^ Ly /is a continuous function from G into B, but 11/Xfcll > ^o > ° for a11 k E N. To this aim we take some cube Q in R w such that for some neighbourhood VQ of zero and a suitable sequence (y^)n>\ C R^ y^ 4-U^ -1-Q C B^\ B^ for n > 1 holds If 00 we put now for a given s r : = s + 1/p then / : = V ^"^L,. Xô < \QAy + Qi 1^^-lr / ' +l/p <K / l^l^-'forall^e N.
Since L^R"") satisfies L2) this implies that y -^ Ly/is continuous at y = 0. Lemma 1.1. gives the assertion.
2) First of all we can choose some a > 0 such that 3) The last assertion follows directly from 1). Take / as in 1) and k c K+(G) ;c \, supp k C UQ ; then it is easily shown that k * / ^ A°.
Further properties ; spaces on abelian groups.
To be able to derive further results we state without proof the following results concerning general solid Banach convolution algebras. Thereby we shall use the following notation : A Banach algebra has (multiple) left approximate units if for /^ e A (/^ . . . f^ e A), e > 0 there is some g e A such that II g * f^ -f^\\^ <e for ; = 1 (;' = 1,... n). Proof. -First of all we show that it follows from the assumptions that A n B has approximate units in K(G). Let /e A n B, e > 0 be given. Then there is some g e A n B such that "^ */-/"AnB<^/2.
If we choose k e K(G)c A n B, \\k -g\\^ < e/2 II/HAHE we obtain l l^* / -/"AnB< 11^-^IA "/"Ane + l^* / -/ " A n B <T herefore by theorem A AnB satisfies L2). Now by theorem 2.7. A satisfies L2) and again by theorem A A has multiple left approximate units in K (G). Proof. -This theorem follows from theorem C and theorem 2.6.
We shall now give a number of further results concerning the case of an abelian group G. To obtain them we apply results of Y. Domar who has given an analysis of certain commutative Banach algebras in his fundamental paper [3] . DEFINITION (cf. [3] , p. 5) -Let A be a solid Banach convolution algebra on a locally compact abelian group, A c_ L 1 (G). We say that A = {/, /e A} is of type F if A satisfies Fl) for any a G G and any neighbourhood U of a there is some / G A such that f(a) ^ 0 and supp / C U holds.
F2) K (G) is dense in A.
Remarks. -1) This a simplified version of the definition given in [3] , adapted to our situation.
2) Since A is a commutative Banach algebra condition Fl) is equivalent to the assumption that A is a standard function algebra in the sense of [7] (cf. [7] , Chap. 2 § 1.1.). In any such standard function algebra A there is for any compact set K C. G and any neighbourhood U of K some /e A such that f(x) == 1 for x e K, and supp f c U. A(A,B,X,G) . Now given any x G G there is some n^ E N such that x G B^ .If follows from S2) that jc" G B^^ for ^ < n < 2 m+l holds. Using this fact, the monotony ofc^ and the inequality c^ <(1 + IIDH^rc, n,mGN we obtain
The proof is now complete. By [3] we have a number of results concerning solid Banach convolution algebras contained in L^G^if A is of type F. We state some of them. Proof. -All essential calculations for this proof can be found in [9] . On account of [9] , theorem 4.1. we have : Let A be a Banach algebra contained in L 1 (G) having properties F. and P. ( [9] , def. 2.9.), then A has not the weak factorization property. Property F. is exactly the assumption AC L^CG) for some PQ < °°. Using the proof of [9] , theorem 2.10. we see that A has property P, if it satisfies Fl) since it is solid. This is the case here by theorem 4.3. These spaces stood at the beginning of our work.
More general any space A (L 1 , L°° , X , G) on a locally compact group defined by some space X = X, == {(^), (a^x^^F}, a= (^) being a fixed, nonin creasing sequence in CQ can be identified with a space \(G) as defined in [4] (def. 3). To prove this assertion it will be enough to show that there exists a so called "gage function" g ( [4] , def. 2) such that A(L 1 , L°°, X^ , G) = A^(G). This can easily be shown if one defines g by^(x):==^ forx € B^_n\B^ and n > 0. We have to show that Gl) -G4) ( [4] , def. 2) are satisfied. First of all we observe that 0^4.1 > ^o^n must hold for some §o, 1 > §o > 0 and all n > 0, since X^ must satisfy X5). We put now U^ : = B^_i for x E B^+i \B^ if ^ > 2 and U^ C B^_i such that x e U^ U^ if x E B2 and A : = §^1 > 1. Then Gl) holds, G2) follows from S2) and G3) follows from X5), G4) is a consequence of X4). It is not difficult to see that g can be replaced by a continuous function defining the same space A^ (G).
On the other hand any space A^R^) which has been defined by means of any "special gage function" g ( [4] , def. 1) on R'" can be identified with some space A(L 1 , L°° , X^ , R^). A number of such functions has been given in [4] . The same is true for all known spaces A^(G) defined by means of a general gage function. One also readily verifies that in this case A°g (G) can be identified with with X^ = {(^ , (fl^JcJE Co}. Since K(G) is dense in A^(G) all theorems derived in this paper are applicable to the spaces A°(G). Thus the theory developed here represents in many points a generalization of the results obtained in [4] . with the norm of A equivalent to the norm defined by 11/11^ + \\h .L A similar method is applicable if X^ is replaced by some space X defined by means of spaces /^, 1 < q < oo^ e.g. XJ (use L^C^oo)). For the case that /°° is involved in the construction confer proposition is a convolution algebra has been used implicitely in the definition of rapidly decreasing functions in [6] . Furthermore any space A(L^(G), X^, G)
can be identified with a suitable Beurling algebra L^, (G). Therefore lemma 1.5. is in many cases a consequence of theorem 2.4., e.g. for B = (L^,, V , X), since X D X^ for a suitable a > 0 (e.g. 2"> 1 + ||D||^).
